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Mr. E.W. Leppard of London has shown me a used copy of the King George V 1/- value apparently
printed in a uniform deep sepia colour.

The usual cause of such a change of colour in recess-printed stamps where the basic pigment is red
is reaction with a chemical such as sulphur. I have seen apparent changes to shades of brown, even
approaching black, in other stamps, for example the Full-Face Queen 1d red and 4d rose. This
phenomenon is frequently termed "oxydisation" (though whether that is a scientifically accurate
description I'm not qualified to say). and it is invariably reversible - careful treatment with
hydrogen peroxide restores the original colour. In the case of Mr. Leppard's 1/-, tests have shown
that this treatment has no effect whatsoever. For that reason, he suggests that this may be a
previously unrecorded printing for fiscal usage. It's a nice thought, and there .re actually
precedents - special printings of the same George V 11- are recorded in yellow and in red-brown
for fiscal purposes. The big drawback is that stamps in these abnormal colours were invariably
overprinted either 'DENOTING' or 'MORTGAGEE'S INDEMNITY FEE' in black.

Alas, therefore, in the absence of any real positive evidence, I think we have to reject the 'special
printing' theory, and look for another possibility. It has been established that intense heat, for
instance, will do strange things to stamp colours. Just two examples - a 6d Edward VII stamp
(normally carmine) in brown, and a George V 'l2d War Stamp (normally green with black overprint)
black with black overprint. Both were found to have passed through fires, the latter protected
inside a safe. So here, I suggest, is a much more probable, and plausible, explanation for the
K. G. V 11- "sepia".

More on Reel Joins. It's "eat your words" time! Four months ago (N.Z, Bulletin, Nov. 1991), in
discussing reel joins in general, I wrote: "As the description implies, (reel joins) are found only in
stamps which were printed 'in the web' or 'on the reel' (as opposed to those printed by sheet-fed
machines).

Somewhat surprisingly, that statement has gone unchallenged, for it's simply not true, I'm afraid.
In at least three cases that come to mind - the 1960 Pictorial 1/- and 2/6d, and the 1962 Health
2Y:rd + 1d - such joins exist, yet all of these stamps were, without a doubt, printed on sheet·fed
machines.



So clearly, in addition to the process of joining consecutive roils of paper to facilitate continuous
production in reel-fed printing, similar joins were also sometimes made within a particular reel at
a much earlier stage, possibly to repair a fracture during the reeling procedure at the paper mill.
Equally clearly, these latter joins occasionally escaped notice both (a) when the rolls were
subsequently cut up into sheets, and (b) at all subsequent stages through to the issued stamps.

Readers may care to note a small but important alteration to the telephone and fax numbers of
our Head Office in Auckland, N.Z. As from Friday, 27th March, 1992, these become:

Telephone: 3793086
Fax 3793087

The full international prefix code (when dialling from U.K,) remains 010649 in both cases.

C.P. LOOKS BACK by Campbell Paterson
(from c.P. Newslatter Monthly, February 1992)

People, not necessarily collectors, have quite frequently asked me how I "got into stamps".

I am not about to bore everyone about my childhood days but that's when it started - as it does
with most boys. So, a conventional enough beginning at 8 years, differing only from most in that
the "bug", having once bit me, never went awayl

One story only remains of 1918, my first year as a collector. My father, who knew less than
nothing about stamps, sought to find for me (at my insistence) something better than 1d and 2d
stamps.

He was in the "Islands" fruit-trade and one night he woke me up at 10 p.m. (remember, I was
only 8 years old) and showed me his find - a George V Fiji "1/- black on green". I remember
to this day my tremendous joy; it was the highest value stamp I had yet seenl

I still treasure that stamp. It is the sole survivor of all the stamps I early acquired; the next
oldest is a Penny Black bought in 1934. Which proves perhaps that I had a very early enthusiasm
but little money for buying.

Passing on to adolescent years, I don't recall that I did much collecting until I bought my first
Stanley Gibbons British Empire Catalogue. Quite a slim volume in those days, it cost as I seem
to remember, five shillingsl In our home (we were temporarily in Melbourne at the time). there
was a postcard album from the days of the postcard craze. Everyone then collected them (for the
cards, not the stamps), but it was the stamps 1wanted. They were of the first Y.d and 1d Great
Britain George V. (Most will know the two issues I mean, they first appeared in 1910). There
must have been hundreds, mostly the green 'hd, and I knew from my new Catalogue that a rarity
existed in that issue. It was a scarce stamp, "perf. 14 all round" as against the normal "14 x 15".
Even today I find it hard to believe that in that postcard album I did find one of rarity!

It was a fine copy and Catalogued £6 at that time. As a footnote, I record that when I first
revisited England in 1932, I sold it Today it is catalogued at £250 but I don't regret that It
had done its task in teaching me that in stamps the "difficult" is always possible, while the
"impossible" doesn't exist. What I mean by that is that 99% of stamps are never closely examined



_ the "man in the street" does not know what varieties exist and even if he did, he wouldn't
expect to find them.

But the "expert" knows from his Catalogue what exists and is ready to find it in the most
improbable accumulation or collection. Not only "ready" but expectant. In stamps there is
an element of luck, and the man who keeps his eyes open is the one who seems to have more
than his share of "luck". Take the 1d Black I mentioned above; my new wife and I were
wandering around Rotorua in that rosy cloud which is common to honeymooners. You'd
think I had only one thing on my mind - and so I had I But subconsciously I became aware of
twO Penny Blacks in a shop window otherwise devoted to sewing machines. Even subconsciously
it took me a split second to record that one was a poor example and was a "black"; the second
was a beauty and was a "grey-black". I didn't need the rest of the split second to remember that
any "grey-black" has a good chance of being from the rarest Plate No. 11. And so it was, and
was I lucky I But maybe in stamps it's not luck but knowledge that brings home the bacon.

As I hope is obvious, most of the above little story about the two 1d Blacks is in lighter vein;
my ability to "read" the two stamps from six feet away was the result of my intensive study
of the British early issues (1840 to 1880). Behind that lies an even more important phase of
my life story - so more later.

1d UNIVERSAL, RESERVE PLATE (G6a)

Not a common stamp. but at present we have the finest stock of used it has ever been our
pleasure to handle. 'Reserves' are notable for the fullness of the design, and for their range
of deep, rich shades.

301 (a) Single copy. typical of the issue. and superb used - for comparison, we've
included an early (unworn) example from the first local plates IG5a), with
which 'Reserves' are often confused .

(b) Set of four sumptuous shades, again finest used .

(c) A similar array of four beautiful contrasts, but in used pain ..............•.......

(d) Incredibly, a quartet of shades in used strips of three. One set only
available .

(e) Just two shades here, but in matching used blocks of six .

If) Lastly, one of the standard characteristics present (albeit sometimes very
faintly) on ld Universals from the 'London' plate (G1a) is a minute dot
immediately above the top left corner of the value tablet. Not so widely
known is the fact that this same dot appears on stamps from a small area of
the Reserve plate (Rows 1-5, Nos. 21-22). The logical explanation is that
the transfer roller impression used to lay down the London plate was used
probably inadvertently - for these ten pOSitions only on the Reserve plate,
while another impression on the same transfer roller was used to lay down
the rest of the plate. We offer a set of two used, one 'Reserve' and one
'London', both showing this dot clearly .

£4.00

£17.50

£37.50

£52.50

£50.00

£7.60



EARLIER HEALTH ISSUES-1929-1938

302(.) 1929 Nurse IT1a). Unhinged mint copy .

(b) As above, but lightly hinged. very fine .

(c) As above, but rather more heavily hinged .

(d) As above. Superb mint block of four, one stamp only very lightly hinged ..

(e) As above. Top marginal block of four, without buffer bars in selvedge (these
were apparently added after some sheets had been printed). The block is
unhinged, and of perfect facial appearance - a little perf. toning is confined
to the gummed side only .

(f) As above. Superfine used copy ..

(g) As above, but fine commercially used _ .

(h) As above. Used block of four, lightly cancelled by two strikes of the Karori
c.d.s. A few parted perts, and one stamp with blue crayon mark. but an
attractive and very scarce block .

303(41) 1930 Nurse (T2al. Unhinged mint copy .

(b) As above, but lightly hinged. very fine .

£15.25

£9.00

£5.00

£57.50

£50.00

£12.00

£6.25

£42.50

£29.50

£15.00

(c) As above. Marginal block of four, superb unhinged. Includes two minor, but
constant. plate varieties (R3/9. 3/10) detailed in the N.l. Handbook, Vol. 1.. £120.00

(d) As above. Unhinged mint block of six (2 x 31. with three constant plate
varieties (R3/3, 4/3, 5/3) .

(e) As above. Superfine used copy : .

(f) As above, but fine commercially used .

304(.) 1931 Smiling Boy (T3 a/b). Superb used set - finest possible condition ...

(b) As above. Fine mint (hinged) copy of the 2d + 1d Blue Boy ..

[175.00

£25.00

£13.50

£150.00

£35.00

(c) As above. 1d + 1d Red Boy (with 4d Air Mail stamp. together making the
correct rate) used on plain Christchurch - Auckland first flight cover. 12/11/31.
Cover has Auckland arrival c.d.s. and Air Mail Society of N.l. authentication
cachet on back £57.50

305(8) 1932 Goddess Hygeia (T4al. Unhinged mint copy.................................... [24.00

(b) As above. Set of two mint, in striking shades of deep carmine and carmine-
pink. Fine, lightly hinged £27.50



(c) As above. Set of two corner blocks of four (one from top left, one from
bottom left) in the same magnificent shades. Curiously, the 'carmine' is
provably from Plate 1. and the 'pink' provably from Plate 2 - the Handbook
implies that all 'pin".s' were Plate 1, and all Plate 2 stamps were carmine!
The two interesting blocks, beautiful contrasts .

Id) As above. Finest used copy .

(e) As above. Set of two, in the carmine and pink shades, fine commercially
used ~ .•...••....•.........................................................•....

306(al 1933 Pathway (TSa). Unhinged mint copy .

(b) As above, but lightly hinged ..

{cl As above. Unhjnged mint block of four .

(d) As above. A brilliant top left corner block of fifteen (5 x 3). from the fint
2000 sheets printed. and thus showing the prominent cloud flaws on R2/1
and 3/3 (these flaws were later retouched). R2/1 also has the constant 'LT'
retouch, resulting in those letten being notably shorter than normal, and
no less than ten other stamps show varieties listed in Vol. 1. The big block,
lightly hinged in selvedge only, otherwise in absolutely 'as issued' condition..

(e) As above. Top right corner block of six (2 x 3), with part sheet serial
number. Includes three Vol. 1 - listed varieties. Mint unhinged .

(f) As above. Unhinged mint pair, right·hand stamp showing the good A5/5
constant variety, variously described as the 'campsite' or 'extra pathway' ..

(9) As above. Finest used copy .

(hI As above, fine commercially used .

307(.) 1934 Crusader (TBal. Unhinged mint copy .

(b) As above, but fine lightly hinged ..

{cl As above. Corner block of four, mint unhinged ..

(d) As above. Marginal copy with variety Watermark InYerted !T6aZ}. A scarce
one. Mint unhinged .

le} As aboYe. Fine used copy .

(f) As above. Superb used block of four, crisp central c.d.s. .. .

308(8) 1935 Key to Health IT7a!. Unhinged mint copy .

(b) As above, but lightly hinged ..

(c) As above. Finest mint plate block of four (pI. no. 1) from top left or top
right corner of sheet. Each block .

£175.00

£15.00

£17.50

£15.00

£B.OO

£62.50

£250.00

£95.00

£32.50

£10.00

£5.50

£15.00

£9.00

£62.50

£40.00

£8.00

£35.00

£3.00

£1.76

£15.00



(d) As above. Superfine ~ed copy £2.00

309(a) 1936 lifebuoy (TSa). Unhinged mint copy.............................................. £2.00

(b) As above. Marginal block of four, mint unhinged .

(c) As above. Plate no. 1 - complete set of four corner blocks of four with this
plate number in all four positions. Finest mint .

(d) As above. Plate no. 2 - no complete set available, but we have blocks from
the top right or bottom right corners. Each block ..

(e) As above. Unhinged mint block of four, bottom left stamp showing re-entry
doubling in the letters W E L of NEW ZEALAND. Seldom seen ..

(1) As above. Fine used copy .

310(a) 1937 Hiker (T9a). Unhinged mint copy .

(b) As above. Marginal block of four, stamps mint unhinged ..

(c) As above. Complete set of four blocks showing plate no. 1 from top left,
top right, bottom left and bottom right corners of sheets respectively.
Finest mint .

(d) As above. Superfine used copy .

311(.) 1938 Children at Play (T10al. Unhinged mint copy ..

(b) As above. Marginal block of four, mint unhinged .

{cl As above. Two plate blocks of four (pt no. H1 in left and right selvedge
respectively), and a printer's imprint block of eight The three blocks,
complete, finest mint ..

(d) As above. Finest used copy .

(el As above, but fine commercially used .

KING GEQRGE V SURFACE·PRINTED

Some attractive mint single·value collections. complete in the basic issues, with numerous
additional shades.

£8.50

£52.50

£12.50

£22.50

£1.00

£2.00

£8.50

£42.50

£2.00

£1.25

£5.50

£35.00

£1.00

50p

312 'hd - A Study In Green. Set of sixteen stamps, including K13a (3 shades), K13b,
K13c(2), K13d(2), K13e(2), K13f(31, K13g. K14a(2) £24.00

313

3"

316

1d - A Study In Red. Set of six, including K15a(21, K15b, K15c(21, K15d

1'hd - A Study In Black. Set of four, including K16a(21. K17a(2) ..

1'hd - A Study In Orange..Brown. Set of five, including K17b(2), K17c,
K17d, Kl1e _ ..

£23.00

£11.50

£42.50



316 2d - A Study In Yellow. Set of twelve, including K18a(2), K18b, K18c(2)
K18d, K18e(2), K18f, K18g, K18h(2) £38.50

317 3d - A Study In Chocolate. Set of seven, including K19a(2), K19b, K19c(3),
K19d £31.50

318 Blocks of Four. A collection of 26 mint blocks all different. Includes Yod
(9 blocks), ld(21, lYod black (4), lYod orange·brown (2), 2d(6) and 3d(3).
A superb basis for expansion. Minimum Cat. value (as cheapest shades in
all cases) over $950, a real snip to the first order at £225.00

1946 PEACE 5d - MAJOR VARIETY

319(a) An unhinged mint block of four showing the scarce Blurred Centres (S45aY).
The blurring is very pronounced, all the fine detail of the ships and sea having
'run together', as if printed on very absorbent blotting paper, and results in a
distinctive shade of the green colour, thus having all the classic hallmarks of a
double print, one albino. Supplied with a normal block for comparison. The
'blurred centres' block, Cat. $800, offered at just £200.00

320

321

(b) A lightly hinged mint single of the same variety (with normal) ..

'PENNY DOMINION' - REFERENCE SET

A perennially popular offer from a perennially popular issue. Our reference
set consists of eight examples· - one from each of the major issues listed in the
c.P. Catalogue, as follows: (1) Jla - De La Rue chalky paper. upright wmk.;
(2) J2a - Jones paper; (3) J3a - De La Rue thin unsurfaced paper; (4) J4a
De La Rue chalky paper, sideways wmk.; (5) J5a - 'Art' paper, imitation
(litho) wmk.; (6) J6a - Cowan paper. normal wmk.; (7) J7a - Cowan Paper,
reversed wmk.; (8) JBa ~ Wiggins Teape paper.

The reference set of eight 1d Dominions, unhinged mint ..
OR lightly hinged mint .

COWAN PAPER, REVERSED WATERMARK

£42.50

£52.50
£30.00

This paper was, according to some sources, in the nature of a deliberate trial,
while others take the view that it resulted quite fortuitously through application
of the chalk surfacing to the wrong side of the paper in error. Either way, it
produced distinctive varieties of several issues which do not rate even a mention
in most catalogues. In addition to the above-mentioned J7a, three other
contemporary definitives were printed on this paper - King George V Yod
(K13g). ld (K15cl and 2d (K18f). We can offer the unusual set of four
Onc!. J7a), all with wmk. reversed, unhinged mint £42.50

Those clients ordering the ld Dominion reference set (which already includes
J7a, of course) can have the remaining three 'reversed watermarks' at ....... £33.25



RECENT ISSUES

1991 Scenic (Spectacular Monuments), 4Oc, 50c, BOc, $1, $1.50, $1.BO - issued 12 June 91
Mint set of 6 _ _ _.................................................. £4.00
Six imprint blocks, one each value _........ £27.50
Illustrated Official F.D.C. (Wanganui pmk.l £4.25
Presentation Pack (post paid) , ,... £7.55

5c Mineral. Reprint block of eight stamps, with B·kiwi marking .

$ 4 Saddleback (PC8). The original l·kiwi reprint of this stamp appeared in 1987, with
with the kiwi mark below NEW on R10/1. In 1989 a different 1-kiwi block appeared,
on a much whiter paper, with "green-tinged" gum (the 1987 issue had cream gum), and
with the 1·kiwi mark in a new position below ZEA on R10/1. The imprint block of six
stamps ..

1991 Health (Hector's DolphinJ, 45c + Se. BOc + 5c - issued 24 July 1991.
Mint set of two stamps .
Two imprint blocks, one-each value .
Official Illustrated F.D.C. (Wanganui pmk.) .
Health Camp Coven (The annual set of seven covers, each with a different
Health Camp postmark) post paid ..
Miniature Sheet (two of each value se-tenant). mint .
First Day Cover bearing a Miniature Sheet (Wanganui pmk.) ..

1991 Rugby World Cup, BOc. $ 1, $1.50, $1.80 (issued 21 Aug 1991).
Mint set of four stamps ..
Four imprint blocks, one each value _ ..
Official Illustrated F.D.C. (Wanganui pmk.J ..
Presentation Pack (post paid) .
Miniature Sheet, mint, featuring the $l.BO "Haka" stamp .
The above miniature sheet on F.D.C , .

1991 Christmas, 45c x 4 (in block of four, forming a composite design), 65c, $1,
$1.50 (issued lB Sept 1991).

Mint set of seven stamps ..
Four imprint blocks (45c block of eight, others blocks of six) ..
Official Illustrated First Day Cover (Wanganui pmk.) ..

$1 Round Stamp in Red. Imprint strip of six stamps, from the bottom row of a sheet,
with l·kiwi reprint marking in left selvedge ..

$ 4.50 Booklets. The two "Red-Cover" booklets featured in last month's Bulletin Notes,
hang-sell and non·hang-sell stYles respectively .

46c Rock Wren. Horizontal pair from the $ 4.50 hang-sell booklet (see previous offer!,
the pair of stamps imperio at sides. Mint _ ..

JUST TO HAND

The new (1992) edition of Samuel's Postal Stationery Catalogue, Part 3 
listing and pricing registered envelopes, newspaper wrappen, aer09ramm~
(incl. P.D.W.) etc., etc. Price, post paid ._ ..

SOp

£18.50.

£1.00
£6.75
£1.25

£23.25
£2.00
£2.25

£3.25
£22.75

£3.50
£B.75
£1.60
£1.85

£3.10
£16.75

£3.35

£5.25

£7.00

£1.00

£9.50




